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1.0 Introduction 

This report is the output of a walkover on Fagley Beck from source to 

its confluence with the River Aire at Apperley Bridge. The visit was 

requested by The Friends of Bradford’s Becks and undertaken by Prof 

J Grey, accompanied by Robert Hellawell, to assess the quality of 

instream and riparian habitat (Map 1).  

Normal convention is applied with respect to bank identification, i.e. 

left bank (LB) or right bank (RB) whilst looking downstream. 

Upstream and downstream references are often abbreviated to u/s 

and d/s, respectively, for convenience. Latitude and longitude 

coordinates are used for identifying locations, which can be copied 

and pasted into Google maps, or a Google MyMaps can be accessed 

from the link, below: 

https://www.google.com/maps/d/edit?mid=1qF2dexW_8UxqWxK1A

wcKkvRxaDWlfFud&usp=sharing  

 

Under the Water Framework Directive (WFD), Fagley Beck is too 

small (designated as ordinary watercourse for its entire length) to be 

assessed independently but contributes to the Aire from Gill Beck 

(Baildon) to River Calder Water Body (GB104027063032) which is a 

Heavily Modified Waterbody (HMWB) and failing to achieve Good 

Ecological Potential: 

https://environment.data.gov.uk/catchment-

planning/WaterBody/GB104027063032   

 

 

2.0 Sub-catchment Overview 

The surficial geology around Fagley Beck is almost entirely dominated 

by Devensian till, diamicton, an unsorted mixture of various sizes 

from clay and pebbles to boulders. Several sandstone quarries, gravel 

pits and coal pits were visible on early Ordnance Survey maps from 

the 1840s. Hence, the catchment would naturally be prone to fine 

sediment issues, especially where any disturbance allows for ingress 

to the channel and (re)suspension within the water column.  

 

 

https://www.google.com/maps/d/edit?mid=1qF2dexW_8UxqWxK1AwcKkvRxaDWlfFud&usp=sharing
https://www.google.com/maps/d/edit?mid=1qF2dexW_8UxqWxK1AwcKkvRxaDWlfFud&usp=sharing
https://environment.data.gov.uk/catchment-planning/WaterBody/GB104027063032
https://environment.data.gov.uk/catchment-planning/WaterBody/GB104027063032
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Map 1. Fagley (Carr) Beck, running predominantly from south to north to the River Aire at 

Apperley Bridge. The extent of the walkover is denoted by black arrows. 
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3.0 Habitat Assessment 

Fagley Beck is formed from two roughly equal headwaters and, for 

the purposes of this report, these will be named as the western 

branch (Figs 1-8) and the southern branch (Figs 9-11). The channel 

was assessed from: 

• 53.8134575524885, -1.7149397864535327 (u/s; Fig 1) to 

• 53.83584163929093, -1.7034894975473125 (d/s)  
 

At the u/s extent, surface flow appeared to be ephemeral as it was 

dry at the time of observation, and the ‘source’ was emanating from 

a stone culvert adjacent to the fencing of the development site on the 

LB (Fig 2).  

Fig 1. Dry channel at u/s extent, adjacent to development site.  

• Important to note that this is an ephemeral channel, carrying flow 

during / following high rainfall, and hence should not be 

compromised by infilling / fly-tipping.  

• It was not clear whether the outfall was yet operational but 

presumably carried surface water from the housing and road 

network to the south of the beck. 

• Scope for riparian zone improvement which would shade the 

watercourse and improve the aesthetic by screening the outfall. 
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Fig 2. The ‘source’ of surface flow was a stone-built culvert under the scrub 

to LHS of image. Litter and unfettered horse access from the RB were an 

immediate concern, with areas of poaching and fine sediment ingress. 

• Fencing of the RB along a contour to match the existing line 

encompassing woodland ~60m d/s to remove livestock pressure 

and allow development of natural riparian zone.  

• Unclear what the plans are for the LB once development has finished 

but it would be inappropriate to fence off the beck and separate the 

community from the natural resource ‘in their back yard’ – 

connection would engender better stewardship.  
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Fig 3. An old ‘stone-wall’ footbridge (position highlighted by the white 

rectangle) across the beck /wetland has caused impoundment and almost 

completely filled with fine sediment, creating a step / headloss of ~0.4m 

on the channel.  

• The impounding effect should be removed by removing sufficient 

stone blocks to notch the structure 

• The delta of sediment will succumb naturally to succession 
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Fig 4. 53.81333716227027, -1.712243787085246: A morass of fine 

sediment mitigation attempts below the development settling tanks / 

ponds, most of which appeared ineffectual.  

 

• Sedimats lay strewn on the LB, u/s & d/s – unclear if they had been 

removed from the flow path but were clearly doing nothing in situ 

except for suppressing plant growth that will increase the risk of 

erosion. 

• Fresh coir matting was weighed down with ~20 stones that had 

been removed from the beck – ineffective at removing the fine 

suspended sediment still leaching to the beck 

• A combination of straw bales and sedimats were plugged into the 

outfall, and considerably more straw was further strewn around the 

site. If these were remnants of previous attempts at ‘filtering’ fines 

with bales, then leaving them to degrade in situ was effectively 

releasing all the fine sediment back on site. 

• Better management of the settling tanks / ponds required to 

prevent need for mitigation measure at this juncture, and pressing 

need for a clear plan for rehabilitation of the outfall environs when 

development work has ceased.  

• Potential for small wetland to strip nutrient and fines, but will 

require ongoing maintenance. 
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Fig 5. 53.81380050635909, -1.7110256249180344: immediately d/s of 

the disused railway embankment, fly-tipping of household and garden 

waste from the properties along Oakdale Drive was rife. 

• Sufficient rubbish of size to physically block the channel in places 

• Much of it plastic but garden cuttings / leaves etc created debris 

blockage. Potential source of Invasive Non-Native Species as well 
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as preventing native understorey (bluebells and ramsons on RB) 

from developing. 

• Inappropriate fencing along the LB in places (see top image) was 

collapsing into the channel under the sheer weight of fly-tipped 

material and adding to issue. 

• Improvement of dilapidated fence on RB currently protecting the 

small parcel of riparian woodland (See Fig 6). 

• Engagement with local community for stewardship. 
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Fig 6. Fencing in need of replacement. Note, tracking of livestock through 

into woodland downslope.  

• Replace and continue the fencing at the same contour to link up 

parcels of riparian woodland. 
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Fig 7. 53.81429381236291, -1.7088626061338024: Assumed pipe 

crossing and associated brick stairway for inspection(?) which when 

combined with litter had caused recent impoundment of flow. 

• Curtailing fly-tipping u/s will partially resolve blockage issues at 

this location 
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Fig 8. 53.81436290388691, -1.7082324723626503: confluence of the two 

Fagley Beck ‘branches’ just u/s of the QA Trail stepping-stones.  

• The western branch (i.e. that walked until this point; RH of image) 

was notably more coloured with fine suspended material, and the 

bed smothered with fines. 

• Useful monitoring point with easy access from Ravenscliffe Ave. 
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Fig 9. 53.81355205874188, -1.707950486575064: a small tributary that 

has been straightened as a drain along field boundary, contributing more 

coloured water. 

• Site visit to assess development at Blackthorne Close 

(53.81184805344372, -1.7121293681480072) and farm adjacent 

which appears to be very close to watercourse. 

• Riparian fencing to protect watercourse and bolster hedge-line 

alongside 
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Fig 10. 53.8134602089081, -1.7074998754379087: informal drinking bay 

creates focal point for fines and nutrient ingress. 

• Determine need for drinking access and preferably provide 

alternative means, install buffer fencing and thereby exclude 

livestock. 
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Fig 11. 53.813909954378104, -1.7061534065546158: boundary of field 

and woodland which appeared to be route of overland flow during high 

rainfall events. Understorey stripped of leaf litter and soil down to cobble 

and boulder in places, especially along the QA Trail. 

• Assess drainage within the field above. 

• Use locally won wood from multi-stem / failing trees to create 

fascines and interrupt overland flow desire line, fishbone to 

rougher understorey areas or swales 
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Fig 12. 53.81661465989493, -1.7071619170375822: approximate mid-

point of south-north reach through mixed deciduous woodland with high 

canopy. Fly-tipping evident throughout, combined with quad-biking (see 

Fig 13) – huge negative ecological and social impact. 

• Some was directly tipped over fences from adjoining properties 

• Others, clear hotspots for larger loads from nearby access points 

• Historic and ongoing 

• Requires engagement of local community  
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Fig 13. 53.81661465989493, -1.7071619170375822: approximate mid-

point of south-north reach through mixed deciduous woodland with high 

canopy. Quad-biking activity in and out as well as along the beck was 

destroying the banks, native vegetation and frequent disturbance of the 

bed and banks was resuspending and introducing further considerable 

quantities of fine sediment into the channel 

• Prevent access for motorised vehicles from all sides 

• Engagement with the community 

• Judiciously felling of mature tree trunks across desire-lines and the 

beck, as well as into the channel would not only prevent passage of 

quads, but bring about other ecological benefits: diversifying the 

overly high / mature canopy structure, encouraging diversity of 

habitats and sorting of sediments within the channel, and trapping 

leaf litter 

• Ecosystem goods & services aspects too – natural flood 

management, increasing hydraulic roughness and slowing the flow. 
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Fig 14. 53.820673304403456, -1.7062052369611573: d/s from this 

location, the channel was less disturbed by quad bikes and the recent high 

rainfall event had resulted in considerable dynamism of the channel at 

three locations. New short reaches of channel were evolving (nick-point 

cutting u/s) as older channels had become blocked with woody material. 

• The name Carr Beck reflects the original alder / willow wetland that 

would have been more extensive prior to drainage for agriculture 

and urbanisation. 

• The majority of the channel from the confluence (Fig 8) down to 

the canal was physically diverse, wiggling and meandering as one 

might expect (bar the deleterious impacts of the quad biking), with 

the space within the woodland to do so.  

• Further dynamism and return to wetter woodland could be 

encouraged easily by the felling of mature trunks into and across 

the channel (as for Fig 13). 

• Wet woodland is a relatively rare habitat and could be steered 

towards providing key habitat features for species of conservation 

concern like willow tit. 
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Fig 15. 53.827030183734564, -1.705702687481213: The former 

Ravenscliffe Mills with the beck running tight to the building. 

• Even here, there was still evidence of quad biking along the beck 

for ~120m 

• Some ecology was still managing to survive – a relatively recent 

dipper nest on the wall of the mill. Cursory stone turning revealed 

gammarid shrimps, cased caddis including Agapetus, several 

heptageniid mayflies, and freshwater limpets. 

• A pipe crossing d/s of the mills site was partially blocked with litter 

and should be kept on a watching brief.  
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Fig 16. 53.8279599612319, -1.7060575285122719: the ford at Carr 

Bottom / Beck Bottom was perched and shallow, presenting fish passage 

issues.   

• Assessment of fish populations at key locations throughout the 

beck system is needed.  

• This was the first major passage issue encountered from the u/s 

direction, and there were greater issues d/s – see below. However, 

this might be key to opening up the beck between the less disturbed 

(d/s) to repopulate the currently disturbed (u/s). 

• A rock ramp easement would be most feasible given assumed 

requirement for vehicular access. 

• Useful access point for monitoring. 
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Fig 17. 53.82914350522427, -1.7061030991314055: large CSO entering 

from the LB behind considerable screening.  

• Discharges directly into dressed stone culvert beneath the A657 

New Line / Carr Rd. 

• Yorkshire Water monitoring camera on the RB opposite 

• Degrading apron at the outfall a fish passage issue with headloss 

of 0.5m total (0.3m perched and 0.2m concrete sill) 

 

Fig 18. 53.82914350522427, -1.7061030991314055: Culvert beneath 

A657 was ~35-40m length and perched at d/s end by >1m onto 1:2 sloping 

concrete apron. 

• Considerable issue for fish passage. 
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Fig 19. 53.832005870365634, -1.704199744083956: the impact of the 

CSO was obvious throughout Carr Beck, d/s of the A657 culvert. 

• Riparian tree roots (upper) and overland flow path (lower) 

festooned with sewage litter 

• Stratigraphy of litter indicates considerable and long-term input. 

• NB water notably more grey downstream. 

• Requires better screening and more efficient and extensive clean-

ups. 
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Fig 20. 53.83397272342371, -1.7043009621224827: combined multi-step 

weir and culvert >100m beneath housing estate (Providence Ave). 

• Completely impassable to fish, a relatively recent (re)construction 

judging by the condition of the materials, and effectively severing 

the fish community within Fagley Beck from the Aire. 
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Fig 21. 53.834945633698474, -1.704359780812022: Image from Google 

Maps showing short daylighting of culvert between housing estate and the 

Leeds Liverpool Canal.  

• Overflow from the canal enters the beck at this juncture. 

• The lowest inspection of the beck was undertaken at the end of 

Waterloo Crescent: 53.83579864316213, -1.7035929023550063 

• Owner reported that flood defence work to raise the embankments 

even higher would be undertaken in 2022, thereby rendering the 

channel even more inhospitable to ecology (currently walled and 

trapezoidal, dominated by boulder sediment). 
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4.0 Recommendations 

The following could be considered: 

• Fine sediment issues – the surficial geology dominated by fine 

clay soils means that there is potential for considerable fine 

sediment ingress wherever disturbance occurs.  

- Towards the top end of the system, the impact of the housing 

development is obvious. There should be no fine sediment 

ingress to the beck because of this activity. Better 

management and monitoring of the settling tanks and outflow 

is required. 

- At the localised scale, unfettered access to the beck banks, the 

smaller tributaries, and seeps / springs by horses and other 

livestock has led to poaching and excessive erosion. 

- In the mid sections down to Ravenscliffe Mills, quad-biking has 

destroyed the integrity of the riparian zone and beck banks, 

creating ‘gutters’ that transport soil straight into the channel, 

and repeated sorties along the channel have caused excess 

disturbance, continually resuspending the silt. 

- Funding the protection of banks with a livestock proof buffer 

fence following the contours to extend from any existing 

woodland and encapsulate seeps, springs and steep banks 

prone to damage should be a priority at the upstream section 

and field immediately downstream of the old railway. This 

might include the small tribs entering from the southern 

branch of Fagley Beck eg Figs 9 & 10. The riparian buffer zone 

should be a minimum of 5m on each bank for the main channel 

to accommodate channel adjustment over time. 

- Prevention of access to the woodland by quad or trail bikes will 

be key to rehabilitation. See below for other techniques to limit 

access within the woodland. 

 

 

• Litter – substantial historic and ongoing issue, requiring 

engagement with the community, cultural change, investment in 

systematic removal, and enforcement to ensure it does not simply 

reoccur. Multiple sources, from the development site at the top of 

the system, residents tipping rubbish and garden waste over their 

fences, and suspected commercial ‘offloading’ potentially trailered 

to site via quads.  
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• Natural Flood Management – as noted at Fig 14, the name Carr 

Beck reflects wet woodland habitat dominated by alder and 

willow. There is plenty of opportunity for encouraging large woody 

material (LWM) into and across the beck.  

- The tree community tended to be dominated by tall, ‘whippy’ 

specimens and a high canopy so very little understorey 

developing. Laying large trees over, across and into the beck, 

especially one trunk selected from multi-stemmed individuals 

will diversify the canopy structure (age / height) and promote 

understorey and regeneration. See 7.0 Appendix  

- Frequent ‘interruption’ of the flow will diversify the physical 

habitat instream, retain and sort the substrate gravels and 

fines, retain organic debris as a vital resource for 

invertebrates, and create better lateral and vertical connection 

within the floodplain, slowing the flow. 

- Multiple large, natural barriers within the system will prevent 

motorised access along and beside the channel.  

- BUT the litter would need removal first, and then excess fine 

silt and further litter inputs would need to be controlled.  

- The trails / footpaths within the woodland would benefit from 

formalised steps on steeper sections and with appropriate 

fascines, swales or other means of diverting overland flow from 

desire lines and thus preventing excess erosion (eg Fig 11).   

 

5.0 Making it Happen 

Since Fagley Beck forms the border between Bradford & Leeds city 

councils, the permissions required for working on ordinary 

watercourse will require slightly more negotiation, but there is 

negligible risk of flooding to any properties if working above 

Ravenscliffe Mills, and thus should be simple. Community buy-in will 

be key, perhaps via the formation of a ‘Friends of Fagley Beck’ group. 

 

 

6.0 Disclaimer 

This report is produced for guidance only; no liability or responsibility 

for any loss or damage can be accepted by the Wild Trout Trust as a 

result of any other person, company or organisation acting, or 

refraining from acting, upon guidance made in this report. 
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7.0 Appendix 

Tree hinging and similar works: A Wild Trout Trust summary 

1: Introduction 

Hinging (also called laying, folding or pleaching) trees, shrubs or saplings into the edge of a 

watercourse is an excellent way of adding flow diversity and roughness to a channel which may 

have been simplified or straightened in the past, and now lacks complex habitat for many 

different species. It can also be used to increase the availability of overhanging cover in areas 

that have been over-pruned or only have trees set back from the riverbank. Tree branches in 

and above the water provide great cover for fish and invertebrates, while gravel and silt will 

settle and be ‘sorted’ around the branches. In turn, some of this silt may be colonised by aquatic 

plants (depending upon the site-specifics and location in the catchment). 

Hinged and felled trees are an excellent way of protecting eroded sections of bank, or for 

creating bed scour - the end result depending on the location and way the technique is 

implemented. Willows are the best type of trees for hinging directly into the channel and can 

still thrive with up to 50% of their canopy submerged. Many other species also hinge well but 

should be laid into shallower areas or along the river margin, to ensure that the majority of their 

canopy remains in the dry. 

Hinging replicates the natural process of trees falling into the channel, with the added benefit 

that the hinged section of tree should continue to grow, developing even more habitat 

complexity over time. It can also be very beneficial on long shaded reaches of river or stream 

– allowing enhanced light penetration by ‘skylighting’ as well as providing added habitat value 

and diversity. 

 

2: Small trees 

Small, pliable species of trees and shrubs like, willow, hazel, elm, hawthorn and even alder 

(with a bit of practice) can easily be hinged into the margin, using hand tools such as pruning 

or bow saws to cut trunks or limbs up to 100 – 150mm diameter, in a process much like hedge 

laying. The more brittle species such as sycamore, ash or elder should generally be avoided 

as they tend to break off rather than bend. 

In its simplest form, hinging involves a single quick cut through the ‘top’ half to two-thirds of the 

trunk/branch, then continuing to cut a little at a time until the trunk/branch collapses down over 

the river or along the bank (depending upon species). The cut should be made from the exact 

opposite side of the tree to the direction you want it to fall in, as if the tree were being felled, 

but without the face (gob) cut, as that is the area that will be retained as the hinge.  

Think about the intended hinge and the way it has to bend: e.g. the bark must be retained on 

the hinge to keep the limb alive, so the cut must be from the opposite side. The depth of the cut 

should be the minimum required to bend the limb over, as this will maintain maximum size and 

strength of the hinge and the health of the tree/shrub.  
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Fig 1: Trees can be hinged and then staked to reduce movement in high flow and provide 

greater protection of the hinge. Once completed, these valuable living structures will benefit a 

range of aquatic and terrestrial wildlife.  

 

3: Larger trees 

The technique for laying large trees is similar to that of smaller ones but is likely to be slightly 

higher risk, requiring a chainsaw.  

With larger trees, it becomes more important to understand which way the canopy is weighted, 

the way the tree is leaning and therefore, the direction it will naturally fall, as this will influence 

exactly where the cut needs to be. It will still be approximately opposite the intended hinge, but 

may require a little finessing to steer the tree in the right direction.  

The angle of the hinge in relation to the flow of the watercourse must also be considered, as it 

will only usually hinge in the one plane (unless it twists, which is trickier to achieve intentionally 

and requires experience). A downstream bending hinge is much more likely to fold than snap 

in a spate, and the resulting feature will also accumulate less debris than a cross-channel or 

upstream hinge. By the same token, a hinged tree straight out across the channel has a much 

higher chance of breaking off in high flows as it cannot bend across its hinge.  

For these reasons, trees are usually best hinged in a downstream direction along the bank, to 

reduce the force from direct flow and so that the canopy is braced against the river margin or 

other trees. As highlighted previously, where necessary, additional posts can be driven into the 

bed around the canopy to help brace the limbs and protect the hinge. 
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Fig 2: The arrow indicates the intended direction for these two limbs to be felled in and the area 

for the cut. As the trees are crack willow, they are perfectly suited to hinging into the water 

(other species would be laid onto the bank, so as to create overhanging cover, without being 

directly in the water).  

 

Fig 3: The end result with the trunks hinged into the river margin, providing valuable cover and 

structure. Note how the hinge is also protected by the adjacent trunks that have not been 

hinged. 
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Fig 4: Another example of a larger willow tree successfully hinged into the river margin to 

improve habitat diversity. Note how, because the tree was leaning in the right direction, only a 

single cut into the opposite side of the tree was required to allow it to fold over into the channel 

– a few side-branches have also been pruned to allow it to sit down into the water. 

  

Important notes for professionals and experienced chainsaw operatives  

Depending on size, and the angle of lean, larger trees may require a different approach. In most 

cases, tree hinging is quite safe, but a large or heavily-leaning limb can sometimes ‘barber-

chair’ unexpectedly if it is not cut correctly by an appropriately trained or experienced person. 

A ‘barber chair’ is where a tree splits upward from the felling cut before falling and sliding 

backwards under its own weight in an unpredictable direction, which can be very dangerous.  

To counter this, where a tree is unbalanced, a horizontal ‘plunge cut’ (using the tip of the 

chainsaw to bore through the tree in a plunging motion) can be used as the first cut to remove 

the resistance in the centre of the trunk while the tree is still being held upright by the remaining 

trunk on either side. This allows the tree to fall more easily on its hinge when the controlled 

‘final cut’ is made (see Fig. 5). A variation on this technique is to also include an initial vertical 

plunge-cut, to dictate exactly where the edge of the hinge will be, but this can increase the 

likelihood of the saw becoming trapped and is usually unnecessary.  

N.B. The plunge-cut can cause the saw to kick back if not correctly executed – so this is a more 

advanced technique that should only be attempted by experienced chainsaw operators. 
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Fig. 5: A diagram showing the sequence of chainsaw cuts for a dog tooth style of hinge for a 

larger tree. 

When hinging larger trees, please also take the following into account: 

- Large crack willows can hinge well, but may be susceptible to barber-chairing 
- Alders tend not to produce a strong hinge, so may not be appropriate in high energy or 

high flood risk areas. They can also crack suddenly, especially if affected by 
Phytopthora disease. However, they can be laid effectively with practice and in 
appropriate places  

- Poplars can be even trickier than alders: the bark tends to crumple and ruck up, and 
should only be used if nothing else is available 

- Ash and sycamore are very brittle, and tend to lay very poorly as a result 
- In cold weather, trees can react particularly explosively to being cut – failing more 

suddenly, and splitting further and in a less controlled way 
 

4: Other important points to note 

- Use chainsaws with the greatest care – if you’re in any doubt at all, employ a specialist 
contractor 

- WTT recommends that all volunteer groups wanting to implement tree hinging should 
seek a WTT demonstration and/or training from a qualified chainsaw operator 

- For added security (where necessary), hinged trees can be secured in the channel with 
stakes and wire, and/or sisal rope (and possibly even secured back to the stump with 
12 mm steel cable and cable clamps) - but these additional measures should not 
usually be required 

 

5: Tree kickers 

If the hinge fails in the course of felling (or if hinging requires advanced chainsaw skills that 

aren’t available), it is still possible to construct a useful habitat feature with felled timber by 

securing it back to the stump, or to another tree. These non-hinged but secured structures are 

called tree kickers. 

First cut 

(plunge cut) 

Felling cut 
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Use a chain saw or augur to bore a hole through the felled trunk and its stump, then thread a 

suitable length of 10 mm (6.5 tonne breaking strain) or 12 mm (9.4 tonne b.s.) steel cable 

though both holes, and secure the ends with steel cable clamps. The tethering cable length 

should be relatively short, to stop the kicker floating up and lodging in an awkward spot, or even 

ending up high and dry on the bank. The length of cable should also be kept to a minimum so 

that the kicker does not move excessively in high flows. To achieve this, a winch can often 

come in handy to pull the trunk back towards its stump. 

 

Fig 6: Making a tree kicker: details of steel cabling used to secure the sawn-off trunk back to its 

stump. The hinge on this structure is minimal, so the decision was made to provide additional 

security with a steel cable – effectively making it into a tree kicker.  
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6: Lodged woody material 

In most circumstances, it is possible to create very durable structures simply by lodging a large 

piece of woody material in or around an existing bankside tree. If the pieces of wood are 

suitable, no wire or stakes will be required to create highly naturalistic habitat features. In many 

cases, this technique is at least as secure as cabled structures, as the lodged material cannot 

move downstream before it begins to disintegrate.  

 

Fig 7: Lodged woody debris. 

 

7: Consent 

In England, permissions may be required for some of these techniques in certain locations. In 

or around ‘Ordinary Watercourses’ (usually lower flood risk areas), a Flood Defence Consent 

may be required from your Local Authority; in ‘Main Rivers’ (usually higher flood risk areas), an 

environmental permit or exemption may be required from the Environment Agency. The best 

course of action is to contact the Environment Agency at an early stage to ascertain which 

aspects will be relevant to your intended work. 

 

8: Assistance 

If you would like assistance planning or undertaking any of the techniques highlighted, please 

contact the WTT (office@wildtrout.org or 023 9257 0985) to be put in touch with your local 

conservation officer.  

 

mailto:office@wildtrout.org

